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ABSTRACT

The transducer section of the forward-looking ultrasound imaging catheter (FLUIC) consists of a circular 
piezoelectric element as a vibrator and a conical acoustic mirror as a perfect reflector. A small diameter piezoelectric 
transd니cer element is mounted on the side of a catheter's rotating shaft. The unique design of FLUIC provides the 
capability to form a two-dimensional image of a cross-section of a vessel in front of the catheter, which is lacking in 
the present generation of intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) transducers, as well as a conventional side-view image. 
The mirror config니ration for the transducer section of the FLUIC is designed using an approximated ray tracing 
techniques. The diffraction transfer function approach [1] developed for the field prediction from primary sources is 
generalized and extended to predict the secondary diffraction characterstics from an acoustic mirror. The extended 
model is verified by simulation and experiment through a simple plane reflector and employed to analyzed the field 
characteristics of a FLUIC.

요 약

전향 초음파 영상 캐서터으」트랜스듀서 (FLUIC) 부분은 진동자인 원형 선기음향 소자와 원뿔꼴 버｝사처1】인 음향 반사체로 

구성된다. 소형의 전기음향 소사는 캐서터의 회전자 축 측면에 탑재된다. 전향 초음파 영상 캐서터의 특징은 기존의 IVUS 
트랜스듀서가 제공할 수 없는 캐서터 전난에서 혈관의 단층 2-D 영상과 종래의 측면 영상을 동시에 제공하는 것이다. 

FLUIC의 트랜스듀서에 사용된 음향 반사체를 설계하기 위해 근사화된 레이 추적 기법을 이용하였匸+. 음향 반사체로 부터 2 

차 회절 특성을 예측하기 위해 회절전달함수방식어][1] 의한 1차 음원으로 부터의 장 예측모델을 확장하여 일반화 하였다. 

확장된 모델은 단순한 평판 반사체에 적용하여 시뮬레이션과 실험에 의해 검증되었으며 FLUIC의 장 특성을 해석하는데 사 

용되었다.

I. Introduction

Current engineering efforts in intravascular ultiaso니nd 
(IVUS) imaging are being directed principally at the 
refinement of image quality, improvement in cath
eter performance characteristics, and miniaturization 
of the catheters for effective use in the intravascular 
applications. Presently it is unclear which type of 
system, mechanical or multi element as shown in 
Fig. 1, will be better accommodate miniaturization to 

a range of 3F〜4F (1 ^1.3 mm diameter), which is 
required for imaging the distal coronary arteries. 
Currently, both mechanical and multi-element proto
type catheters are in the 5F~6F (1.67^2.0 mm) 
range. Considering the current development, it is 
probable that image quality and resolution from the 
mechanical systems will be superior to the muti-el
ement array approach. However, the mechanical 
catheter is slightly more rigid than the multi-element 
catheter, making it more difficult to thread through 
the vasculature.

However, the major shortcoming of the present 
generation of ultrasonic intravascular imaging
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Fig. 1 Mechanically-rotated single-element oriented either 
at: (a) 90o with respect to the long axis of the cath
eter or: (b) a slightly forward-looking angle, (c) 
mechanically-rotated mirror with respect to the long 
axis of the catheter : (d) a multi-element circular ar
ray transducer.

in order for this technology to achieve its full poten
tial, a forward-looking imaging capability must be 
developed [2-4丄

The objective of this work is to develop a new 
type of transducer for IVUS imaging applications. 
The unique design of this transducer, hereafter re
ferred to as a forward-looking ultrasonic imaging 
catheter (FLUIC), provides the capability to form a 
two-dimensional image of a cross-section of a vessel 
in front of the catheter. This is a very important fea
ture which is lacking in the present generation of 
IVUS transducers. The transducer section of the 
FLUIC consists of a circular piezoelectric element as 
a vibrator and a conical acoustic mirror as a perfect 
reflector. This configuration provides a line focused 
beam. The embodiment of this device is illustrated in 
Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Cut-away view of the FLUIC in : (a) forward-lo?kmg 
mode : (b) side-view mode.

catheters is their inability to look ahead, making it 
necessary to cross the lesion in order to image it. 
This prohibits the visualization of lesions which are 
large enough to block the passage of the imaging 
catheter. An imaging catheter which could look 
ahead and obtain a cross-sectional image in front of 
its tip would eliminate this problem. Furthermore, 
being able to look ahead will decrease the chance of 
vessel wall damage by the imaging catheter as it is 
guided through the vasculature. The look-ahead 
capability would also make it possible to steer the 
catheter away from treacherous bends or intimal 
dissections. Naturally, it is widely acknowledged that

A small diameter piezoelectric transducer element 
is mounted on the side of a rotating shaft in a man
ner similar to that of several existing intravascular 
imaging catheters [3, 5丄 However, in this case the 
ultrasonic pulse transmitted from the element 
reflects off of the conical mirror and propagates in 
the forward direction. The rotating shaft steers the 
transmitted pulse along an annulus whose diameter is 
controlled by vertical position of the shaft. The angle 
of the mirror is slightly less than 45° so that the 
reflected pulse travels at an angle toward the longi
tudinal axis of the catheter. This angulation enables 
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the imaging of the entire field in front of the cath
eter tip. The exact angle chosen will depend upon 
the minimum distance in front of the catheter one 
wishes to image. In the receive mode, the echo 
signals from the lesion are reflected off the mirror 
back to the transducer element. Several types of im 
age formats can be produced by controlling the mo
tion (rotational and translational) of the shaft and 
the timing of the pulser/receiver. For example, both 
cross-sectional and longitudinal 2-D slices of the 
vessel can be imaged as shown in Fig. 2. The FLUIC 
could also be capable of acquiring 3-D image data in 
non-coronary vasculature. However, 3-D imaging in 
the coronary arteries would require a long data acqui
sition time, relative to the motion of the walls of the 
heart, that would subject it to severe motion 
artifacts.

In this paper, a new mirror configuration for IVUS 
imaging applications was designed and its field 
characteristics were analyzed. First, a large-scale 
version of the FLUIC was designed. Second, the dif
fraction transfer function approach developed in [1, 6] 
was extended to the analysis of the acoustic reflec
tion and diffraction problems. The developed model 
was employed to analyze the field characteristics of a 

FLUIC.

II. Design of the Large-Scale FLUIC

In general, the ultrasonic beam from a single trans
ducer can be controlled by three methods, - namely, 
the use of a shaped transducer, an acoustic lens, and 
a mirror. The conventional focused transducers use 
either spherically shaped piezoelectric transducer 
elements L7-9] or acoustic lenses to focus the beam. 
Alternatively, acoustic mirrors have also been used 
to focus or reflect the beam in an acoustic mi
croscopy and imaging applications [7, 10, 11 J. For 

this investigation, a new mirror geometry was 
devised to enable both forward and cross-sectional 
scanning capabilities in an IVUS transducer [12]. 
The reflection and refraction at the mirror surface is 
considered to avoid acoustic reverberations. The 
acoustic field characteristics and the shape of the 
piezoelectric element are used to determine the 
constraints on the forward-looking mirror geometry. 
The approximated ray tracing techniques, similar to 
those employed in optics, are developed to analyze 
the reflected beam patterns of the mirror.

1. Mirror Reflection and Refraction
In the design of an acoustic mirror it is important 

to avoid reverberations which give rise to standing 
waves between the transducer element and mirror. 
Some of the incident energy transmitted into the 
mirror may be reflected off its rear surface and pass 
back to the transducer after two or more transits 
through the mirror. This causes multiple pulses to be 
transmitted and multiple echoes are received. The 
appropriate mirror can be chosen from material with 
a high acoustic impedance relative to water to act as 
good reflector. Table 1 shows the various acoustic 
impedance of the solids. Stainless steel was chosen 
for this application because of its high ac。니Stic im
pedance and ease of machining. The mirror surface is 
also to be as smooth, compared to a wavelength, as 
possible to avoid acoustic reverberation during wave 
incidence. Accordingly, the reflected wave can be 
well defined in such a specular reflection.

The reflection and refraction of an incident plane 
wave from its interaction with a plane reflector is 
illustrated in Fig. 3 (a). The acoustic mirror is 
assumed to be constructed of many plane reflectors. 
The incident wave at each acoustic window is 
treated locally as a plane wave for the acoustical 
field calculation presented in the next chapter. In

Table 1. Bulk material constants for selected solids.

Material Vi 
(km/s) (km/sxlO3)

Po 
(kg/m3x 106)

4 
(kg/m2-sx 106)

Aluminum 6.42 3.04 2.70 17.33
Glass(Pyrex) 5.64 3.28 2.24 31.1
Sid 3.24 1.20 19.7 63.8
Silver 3.6 1.6 10.6 38.0
Steel, mild 5.9 3.2 7.9 46
Steel, stainless 5.79 3.1 7.89 45.7
Tungsten 5.2 2.9 19.4 101
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Fig. 3 Reflection and refraction of longitudinal wave at 
plane boundary, (a) Reflection and refraction 
between isotropic media, (b) Reflection coefficients 
for a longitudinal wave incident on a boundary 
between water and stainless steel.

this case, the particle velocity associated with the 
transmitted, reflected, and incident waves into each 
acoustic window are

r = 스* Ai exp-/k/，r, 腿 =-쁴 4exp—'"r 
ki K/

、勺 = 슨尹 5；exp_^r/ r,

v；s= k x 1也 d ? (i)
k s

where the subscripts 1 and s denote longitudinal and 
shear waves, respectively.
The particle velocity and stress must be continuous 
at all points on the boundary.

From Eq.(l) and Fig. 3 (a), the continuity of vy and 
vz at y=0 gives the boundary value equations. Only 
two stress components, 7\,v and T;v, are relevant to 
the boundary condition. The boundary conditions can 

then be simplified

Cu = CVL + 2c44, C21 =人，6*44  =卩 (3)

and Snells law,

kz = ki sin 6/ = k； sin 0； = ks sin 6S = k ； sin。；、 (4)

These substitutions lead to the set of reflection and 

refraction equations [13]

~A[ cos 仇=—I% cos 折一cos 9i + sin 代 + 氏 sin 8；

sin - Bi sin 仇 + 肉 sin cos 尾 + B； cos 
一!，當(人+ 2卩 cos2 0i)= 一/사勺(丄+ 2卩 cos2 仇)

+ 硏k；(人'+ 2“’cos? 0；) (5)

+ Bsfi/Cs sin(20s) 
—B；蚯卩'sin(20j)

— Ai k/ “ sin(20；) = 一B】k///sin(2^z)一卩'sin(20；) 
+ cos(20s) 

一 B；k；“'cos(20；)

The reflection and transmission coefficient are

B/ ， B'i A/z / B； As/ ,
「〃=—厂=-厂，「〃= —「=；，「麗=丁 =； ⑹

Ai △ Ai △ & △

Here A is the determinant of the coefficient on the 
right side of Eq. (5). & is the determinant obtained 
by replacing the coefficient of with those of & 

etc.
Critical angles may be calculated and quantitative 

information on the reflection amplitudes can be de
duced from these relations. Consider the incident me
dium as water and transmitting medium as stainless 
steel. For water, 叫 = 1497씨s and = 103 kg/n^. 
For stainless steel,叫= 5790 m/s, %=3100〃/s, and p*  
= 7.89x103 kg/n^. For this boundary, the critical 
angle for a transmitted longitudinal wave is。隽= 
sinT(〃〃/z顷)=150° and the critical angle for a 

transmitted shear wave is。* =細一'3小丑)=29° as 
아iown in Fig. 3 (b). Therefore, for the case of di>0cs, 
all the incident energy is reflected off into the inci
dent medium in the process known as total internal 
reflection.

(2)
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2. Conical Mirror

Figure 4 illustrates the geometry of the FLUIC. A 
small piezoelectric disk of radius ra, is mounted on 
the end of a rigid rod, of radius rn, at a height of rt. 
The rod is inserted through a snug hole in a cylindri
cal stainless steel bar to provide a stable bearing surface

y

(a) side-view

y

z= Zt

(b) front-view

(c) top-view

Fig. 4 Geometry used for a conical mirror, (a) Side-view.
(b) Front-view, (c) Top-view.

necessary for an accurate rotational and translational 
scanning. The end of the bar is machined to form a 
conical reflector with outer diameter of rm, inner 
diameter of r„, and angle of 匕加 inner diameter of rnt 
and angle of 奴

The surface hinction of the conical mirror is 
described by % = r sin = r cos 如 where 0 M。M 2 
n. The curvatures of a conical mirror r depend on the 
angle 0 at the z,

v = z tan + - (7)

The surface of the transducer element centered at (rt, 
zt) is given by

x = ra sin y = rt, z = zt~\~ra cos i//, (8)

where 0 w W〈2?r.
The geometrical design of the mirror must allow 

for both steering and focusing. The transducer 
element should not touch the mirror as it is steered. 
Ihis condition gives the relationship between 6 and rt 
for a specified ra, zt, and rn

zt sm e + r„ cose=、”+ W ⑼

The mirror should be within the near-far field region 
of a transducer element so as to enable the beam to 
be collimated. This limits the maximum diameter of 
the mirror to

(10)

This condition guarantees that mirror is in the region 
of beam collimation and the incident beam is guided 
effectively with a mirror. Rays reflected back toward 
the transducer plane from the surface of the mirror 
may be calculated computationally for reverberation 
considerations. This computation including the refle 
ctivity at each mirror point can provide the appro
ximated sensitivity of the FLUIC defined by the 
ratio of reflected energy into the forward direction to 
the radiated energy from a transducer. Using the 
loose condition that the reflected wave from the 
innermost rays not propagate back to the transducer 
element, the mirror angle 0 must satisfy the con
dition,

ra) tan 0 + (- rt) ] tan 26} 2a. (11) 
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Finally, the angle of the mirror must be sligh이y less 
than 45o so that the reflected p니Is。trav이s 섰t a angle 
towards the longitudinal axis of the catheter.

Using the above conditions, the design parameters 
selected for a large-scale version of the FLUIC, 
operating at 2 MHz, were : ra 4.5mm, 0 = 45°, 
儿=7.3入=5.5mm,，命=10人=7.5mm, and，由=30人二— 

22.5mm.

3. Ray Tracing Method
A ray tracing method, similar to those employed m 

optics, was adapted to aid in the analysis of the 
reflected beam patterns from the mirror. A computer 
program to trace the rays was developed to study 
how the shape of the mirror affects the acoustic 

field.
In the program, a point is chosen to represent each 

of the incremental sources in the transducer element. 
Rays leaving these points at different angles are 
traced through the mirror using the reflection law at 
each interface to produce the reflected rays, 
assuming total internal reflection is assumed at each 
mirror point. The conical mirror of the FLUIC can be 
considered as consisting of an ensemble of spherical 
curvatures. A zero-order paraxial approximation of 
the mirror formula is given by 

where r is the curvature of the concave (r<0) 
spherical mirror, & and $ are the source and image 
distance measured from the vertex. This formula can 
not be used for this geometry since the curvatures 
of the mirror are not much larger than the diameter 
of the transducer element. Thus, the sources which 
are not in a paraxial region produce spherical 
aberations in both the lateral and axial dimensions, as 
shown in Fig. 5.

In addition, the FLUIC geometry does not have 
symmetry at the optical axis due to the varying 
curvature of the conical mirror. For the above 
reasons, the ray tracing method is of little value for 
the quantitative analysis of the FLUIC's mirror sys
tem. However, this method is useful for qualitative 
estimations of the ray pattern if only center rays 
from the circumference of the transducer are traced. 
Figure 6 (a) shows the results of the ray tracing for 
a conical mirror in the r ~ 0 plane. The direction of 
the the reflected rays will be determined by the mirror
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Fig. 5 Reflected rays (书0° 〜60°) from a concave spherical 
mirror with curvature of 1. 5mm. (a)-(c) Source at 
on-axis (r = 0 and > = 0.55, 0.75, 0.95mm). (d)-(f) 
Source at off-axis (* = 0.15, 0.3, 0.45mm and > = 0. 
55mm).

X [mm]

angle 0.
To trace the rays in the xy plane, suppose the 

transducer consists of many line sources. The curva
ture of the conical mirror and the length of the line 
sources in a circular piston will vary according to Eq. 
(7) and Eq. (8), respectively. Figure 6(b) shows the 
reflected rays from many line sources in the trans
ducer. From the lens formula, the incident beam on 
the each concave spherical mirror with the curvature 
r, in the paraxial range, will be focused at F = 시2. 
From this approximate ray tracing, the focal region 
will be formed around 20X. At greater depth, the 
focal region the beam will be defocused, in a manner 
similar to the beam from a spherical radiator. From 
난?is result, the overall pattern will have a larger 
be am width on the bottom half than the top half due 
to the greater defocusing of the beam from the 
smaller curvature of the mirror.
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Fig. 6 The approximate ray tracing from a transducer 
centered at 5.5mm,勾=7.5mm) in the : (a) x = 0 
plane : and (b) xy plane.

ffl. Acoustical Field Calculations

In the design of an acoustic mirror (acoustic 
reflection problem) or aperture/lens based (acoustic 
diffraction problem) systems, various approaches 
have been taken to characterize the acoustic field. 
Simple ray tracing methods from geometric optics 
were used in the calculation of the focal point [11, 
14]. A combination of wavefront and wave optics 
were used for estimating the performance in acoustic 
microscopy [15]. The method of stationary phase 

was adopted to avoid difficulties in mathematical 
analysis and the expressions for the light intensity 
distributions m the axial and off-axis mages of a 
point source on the axis of reflecting cone have been 

derived [ 16], Huygens' principle, which regards the 
lens surface as points sources which berw as q 
secondary wav이己t sources, has beeii use(i to 打 

liiinc the field intensity pattern from an ultr;ison)c 
tninsducer with a lens [17]. This method provides 
be니tr accuracy at the expense of compiita；icnal 

efficiency.
In this section, the diffraction transfer function 

approach discussed in [1] is generalized and extended 
to predict the imaging characteristics of mirror,/lens 
based imaging systems and investigate the effects of 
the mirror/lens on the field characteristics. Since the 
inputs to this extended model include the shape of 
the excitation signal, the geometry of the transducer 
(primary source) and mirrors/lens (secondary source), 
and the characteristics of the transmitting medium, 
the res니!ts obtained can be used to accurately pre 
diet the beam characteristics. The developed model 
was verified by simulation and experiment through a 
simple plane reflector and employed to analyze the 
field characteristics of a FLUIC.

1. Extension of the Diffraction Transfer Function

Approach

To predict the fi이d characteristics of the FLUIC, 
an extended version cf the diffraction transfer function 
approach was employed. The general Helmholtz- 
Kirchhoff integral over a surface, as illustrated in 
Fig. 7, formed approach was employed. The general 
Helmholtz-Kirchhoffintegral over a surface, as illustrated 
in Fig. 7, formed by a transducer aperture T and the 
secondary surface M + Nt is expressed using a 
velocity potential function L Two common simplifying 
assumptions are used. First, on the non-illuminated 
side of the secondary s니rface X, 如, and V 如、are 
assumed to be negligible known as Kirchhoffs 
boundary conditions [18], Second, the contributor! 
from the enclosing surface, B, is assumed to be negli
gible, known as the Sommerfeld radiation condition. 
Using these assumptions, the potential at a fi이d 
point in time-independent form is given by

+ [ 港V I r”)

T"(r I r(J)V。3(弟)；-2$, (13)
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so

where n is the normal vector pointing outward from 
the surface.

boundary conditions. Moreover, G'(,/r|rp) represents 
that 나le tot지 fi이d at r is the summation of 나fields 
from all the elementary sources in 比e transducer 
plus the waves reflected by the boundary surface. 
However, when the field of interest is far off-axis, 
나比 effect of beam contributions from a direct propa- 
gation is negligible if the beam is well collimated. 
Thus, only the scattered fi이d need be considered for 
the FLUIC geometry.

씨r) = • nrf.S„
' (14)

The H이n가1 이tz-Kirchhoff integral, based on Huygens' 
principle, can be transformed into an approximated 
diffraction integral representing classical cases of 
P^nar acoustic boundary conditions as in [1丄 There- 
fore, to calculate the scattered field from a trans
fer with acoustical mirrors, the wavefront at the 
mirror surface is treated as a secondary source and 
the total fi인d at P is constructed from the mutual 
interference of the secondary wavelets.

In order to discuss 나le conical mirror system, a 

rectangular-coordinate system (x, y, z) is introduced 
with its origin 0 at the center of the cone which has 
나圮 same radius of 아laft, and z-axis as 아in Fig. 
7 (a). The distance from 난le mirror surface Q(x, 乂 2) 

to 나比 point source S(豹, yb zt) in 나transducer and 
t。나point P(xp, yp, Zp) in 나image plane are s and 
r, respectively. For a continuous wave which propagates 
from a point source S through an acoustic window at 
the center of Q, the normal vector at Q

n= -cos 0(sin 0x + sin 0y) +sin 0z (15)

where 0 and。is described in Fig. 7 (b). For the 
plane reflector case where 0 = 0, 나le normal vector is 
given by n = — cos By + sin 如.

Fig- 7 The ray geometry corresponding to the Helmholtz- 
Kirchhoff's formular. (a) Wave vector, (b) Normal 
vector.

If the medium is bounded by some surface on 
which boundary conditions are imposed, the 
free-space Green's function g」r|r。)，cannot be used. 
Thus, a general Green's function (见(이诚, which 
satisfies the inhomogeneous H이mholtz equation 
should be used in order to satisfy the appropriate

A. Free-Space Secondary Source

The values of 此 and V on r and M which are 
necessary in evaluating the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff in
tegral are never known exactly. However, it is 
reasonable to assume that everywhere on M, except 
in the immediate neighborhood of the rim of the 
opening,。and & will not appreciably differ from the 
values obtained in the absence of the aperture. Thus, 
additional contribution arising from the vicinity of 
the aperture's edge, known as the boundary diffrac
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tion wave, is ignored in this analysis. The Kirchhoffs 
diffraction integral using a free-space Green's func
tion can then be reduced to

• 기"' W 门 广？으 ""n・n, 川
"[r ' J § 」

A design criterion was that rays from the transc.i ■ 土 
be totally reflected at the mirror surface due tc m 
incident angle in excess of the critical angles for : 
water-steel surface. Using the reflection law at 
i)uuiidary

广'"「「'fw " (% 一 比)X n = 0, (uj + ur) • n = 0

The components in the brackets, secondary wavelets, 
are to be computed for the calculation the scattered 

fi 시 d.

B. Soft Secondary Source

For this case, which is similar to the radiation case, 
if a free space Green's function and out-of-phase mirror 
image source are chosen, the Kirchhoff's diffraction 
integral reduces to

如…上H 으尸 [[으F'g.g
V ' (17)

C. Rigid Secondary Source
The source distribution of velocity potential,如 on 

the mirror surface can be calculated using the 
Rayleigh integral formula. The velocity at the mirror 
surface, u, can then be determined by the gradient 
of the velocity potential distribution

, 」 CS CS CS M
u« z ) -- V 0/( A； v, z) -- - x+ y-t- Z 丿二—,

ex cy cz cs
(18)

wh e;e

Here, ut is the normal velocity of the transducer with 
a rigid baffle. Since the i.'onical surface is divided 
into many plane reflectors, the incident wave at each 
acoustic windows can be assumed as a locally plane 
wave (i. e. kr »1). Thus the V operates on the mirror 
surface (%, y, z)

u/x,又 z} = 3k0, (19)

where

the reflected wave velocity, ur, can be calc나Li、 

satisfy that the normal velocity at the mirror su;、.

is zero.

1 一
2nxny

— 2nxnz

— ~2nx nz

l-2wr2 ~2nynz 
~2nvns 1 ~2n^

(21)

The boundary conditions used are those of a rigitl, 
infinite planar baffle. Then, the Kirchhoffs diffrac 
tion integral using a free space Green's function and 
an in-phase mirror image source can be approximated 

by

1 * e xd'새京
0Jr)= '■■■… 1 ——… ur • n dM (22 *

4 n J r1/

In this case, the velocity right in front of the mirror, 
ur, is to be computed in advance to calculate the 
scattered fi이d.

In the computation of approximate diffraction 
integrals, the transducer surface is divided using the 
condition that gives Fra나nhofer approximation. The 
shortest distance between the mirror surface and 
transducer was used in evaluating the far-field 
conditions in [1], Thus, the field potentials over the 
mirror surface can be calculated as the sum of the 
field contributions from each incremental source e 
the transducer. In similar manner, the mirror surface, 
reflecting either continuous or pulsed incident waves, 
is divided into a number of incremental areas rriaku塩 

it possible to use the Fraunhofer approximation. 
Using acoustic reciprocity, the size of the mirror's 
incremental source is the same size of the 
transducer's incremental source. This condition 
guarantee that the phase error of the propagated 
wavefront from the transducer is negligible within 
the mirror's incremental areas.

2. Experimental Verification of Model

To verify the accuracy of the developed model, a 
45° plane mirror geometry, as shown in Fig. 8 (a). 
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was employed. Since this configuration gives only a 
change in beam direction, its field characteristics are 
expected to correspond to a circular radiator case. 
The field pressure contour, normalized at each axial 
distance for a circular piston radius of 6X, was 
calculated using the methcxl presented in [1]. Figure 
8 (b) shows that the developed model predicts the 
field patterns well for F〈 10. For the further approxi
mate calculation of Eq. (22), only an illuminated mirror 
surface was included. The result still reveals good 
agreement.

To confirm the accuracy of the developed model 
with experiment, the field patterns at three axial dis
tance were measured. Figure 9 shows the simulated

Y

and measured -3 dB lateral beam patterns agree well. 
The differences between the simulated and measured 
beam patterns are mai피y due to the errors in 
positioning the probe in the z dimension and the 
spatial averaging effect of the finite aperture size of 
the hydrophone.

3. Field Characteristics of the Large-Scale FUJIC
Using the developed model, some important field 

parameters such as spatial resolution and the depth 
of field can be examined. There are two spatial resol
ution factors in a B-scan imaging. Resolution in the 
direction of acoustic wave propagation is called axial 
resolution. The resolution in this dimension is rela 
tively unaffected by the presence or absence of 
focusing elements but is determined principally by

Jm°
n
p
은
",
二

IMAGE PLANES

X

the bandwidth of the transducer as discussed in section
II. However, in the presence of a wide bandwidth 
signal, the frequency dependent absorption of the 
propagation medium affects the potential resolutions 
for deep fi니ds [19]. Resolution in the scanning plane
is called as the lateral resolution. Due to the asym
metry of the conical mirror, the lateral resolution 
should be defined both in the transverse and elev
ation dimension. The field can be determined using 
the method described in [1]. The time dependence of 
the transmitted pulse shape as well as its spatial 
variations can be investigated. The peak-detected 
FWHM (Full Wdth at Half Maximum) is, in general,

6
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Fig. 8 The verification of the accuracy of the computational model, (a) Model Geometry, 
(b) Comparison of its off-axis accuracy (solid : the diffraction transfer approach, dash : the 
developed model using F = 10, dashdot : the approximated calculation).
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very well approximated by the CW beamwidth 
evaluated at the pulse mean frequency. Thus, CW 
simulation provides a fairly good approximation of 
the field characteristics such as resolutions and 

depth of field.

X [lambda]

(a)

X [lambda]

(b)

(b)

(c)

다g. 9 The fi이d patterns at three Z positions (solid: 
simulated, dashdot : measured). (a)Z = 0.78. (b) Z = 
1.34. (c) Z = L9).

(d)

Fig. 10 Mesh plots of x^y field patterns of a FLUIC at z = 
(a) 25X : (b) 35A : (c) 45A.: and (d) 55X.
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The fi시d characteristics of the FLUIC was 
investigated. The transducer element was located at 
the center (司=10人)of the translational axis. The 
range of the scanned field was :-6人〈x〈6人，15A< v< 
30人，25人〈z〈 60人.This 3-D volume was scanned 
linearly m ().25人 steps for the purpose of comparison 
with experimental results, which are presented in the 
next chapter. The computation model used in the 
simulation was the rigid secondary source case. Figure 
10 illustrates the typical mesh surface plots of the 
2-D beam patterns of a FLUIC at various image 
planes. The asymmetry of beam pattern in the trans
verse dimension results from the different curvatures

『
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Fig. 11 Contour plots (-3 dB) at image planes from z = 25A 
to 2 = 55A in steps of 5人 using : (a) H = 10 ; (b) F = 
20.

of the conical mirror. As the axial distance increases, 
the beam patterns become broader. The beam 
patterns in the bottom side have broader beamwidth 
as expected from the results of the ray tracing 
method in section II. 3. In this geometry, for z〉55人, 

the peak position occurs off-axis, as shown in Fig. 10 
(d).

Figure 11 show the -3 dB lateral res이ution from z 
=25人 to z = 55人 in 5人 steps. The resolution in both 
transverse and elevation dimensions decrease as the 
axial distance increases. The transverse resolution is 
less 나lan 2人 from z = 25丄 to n = 40人. This implies 
that the transverse resolution will suffer if a large 
depth of fi어d is desired. The elevation resolution is 
about 4X to 6人 in this range. Compared to the trans
verse dimension, the image quality in 나us dimension 
would be relatively poor due to 나le low elevation res
olution.

Up to this point, only 나冶 transmit fi이d cha
racteristics have been addressed. In pulse-echo 
imaging, the lateral resolution is 니timat이y limited 
by the pulse-echo response of the transducer as it 
detects the pressure waveform reflected by small 
targets. The sensitivity to off-axis isotropic reflectors, 
which is usually called the lateral point response, can 
be approximated by simple multiplication of the 
transmit and receive profile. The system transfer 
function, HPE, for a point and rigid target is given by 
linear system analysis [20]

H如、(r, cd) (n)HR(r, co) (23)

where Hr and HR represent the one-way transmit and 
receive transfer function, respectively. When the 
same transducer is used to transmit and receive, the 
resolutions can, therefore, be approximated by the 
square of the one way distribution

FWHMf>E = FWHMr. (24)

VI. Conclusion

The conical mirror configuration for the transducer 
section of the FLUIC was designed, for IVUS 
imaging applications, using approximated ray tracing 
techniques. An extended version of the diffraction 
transfer function approach was employed to analyzed 
the field characteristics of the FLUIC. Good agree- 
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meat was obtained for the transducer configured 
with a simple planar reflector between measured and 
the simulated data.

As predicted from the results of the ray tracing 
method, the field characteristics of the designed 
FLUIC was shown have the asymmetry of the 
beam pattern m the transverse dimension resulting 
from the different curvatures of the conical mirror. 
The transverse resolution is less than 2人 from z = 25A 
to n = 40人.This implies that the transverse resolution 
will suffer if a large depth of fi이d is desired. The 
elevation resolution is about 4人 to 6人 in this range. 
The resolution in both transverse and elevation 
dimensions decrease as the axial distance increases.

As a second part of this weak, the fabrication and 
experimental results of a large-scale version of the 
transducer section of the FLUIC, operating at 2 
MHz, will be mentioned. Also the accuracy of an 
extended version of the diffraction transfer function 
approach will be shown by predicting the fi이d 
characteristics of the FLUIC.
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